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Abstract
Currently, most machine learning models are
trained by centralized teams and are rarely up-
dated. In contrast, open-source software devel-
opment involves the iterative development of a
shared artifact through distributed collaboration
using a version control system. In the interest
of enabling collaborative and continual improve-
ment of machine learning models (Raffel, 2023),
we introduce Git-Theta, a version control system
for machine learning models. Git-Theta is an
extension to Git, the most widely used version
control software, that allows fine-grained tracking
of changes to model parameters alongside code
and other artifacts. Unlike existing version con-
trol systems that treat a model checkpoint as a
blob of data, Git-Theta leverages the structure of
checkpoints to support communication-efficient
updates, automatic model merges, and meaningful
reporting about the difference between two ver-
sions of a model. In addition, Git-Theta includes
a plug-in system that enables users to easily add
support for new functionality. In this paper, we
introduce Git-Theta’s design and features and in-
clude an example use-case of Git-Theta where
a pre-trained model is continually adapted and
modified. We publicly release Git-Theta in hopes
of kickstarting a new era of collaborative model
development.1

1. Introduction
Over the past fifty years, software development has gone
from a poorly understood and unregimented practice to a
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well-studied set of processes and methodologies that help en-
sure that software is performant, high-quality, and correctly
implemented (Brooks Jr., 1975). A key component of mod-
ern software development is version control systems, which
allow fine-grained tracking of changes to a piece of software.
Typically, version control systems also enable collaborative
development of software by providing functionality for so-
liciting and incorporating changes from contributors. This
functionality is key to the development of open-source soft-
ware, i.e., software whose source code is developed and
released publicly. Open-source software underlies many
key technologies, including operating systems, compilers,
web servers, programming languages, and more. Much of
this ubiquitous open-source software is developed by dis-
tributed communities of individuals who iteratively build,
update, and improve the software through huge numbers of
contributed changes.

In the last few decades, machine learning models have in-
creasingly become a key part of software systems. However,
the development of machine learning models is relatively
primitive in comparison with software development. For ex-
ample, in many applications of machine learning, it can be
useful to update a trained model—e.g., to fix problematic be-
havior, add new capabilities, or learn from newly collected
data. While sophisticated tools such as DVC, MLFlow,
and others (see Section 5 for a discussion) provide useful
functionality for keeping track of subsequent versions of
a machine learning model, these tools treat the machine
learning model’s checkpoint (the saved parameter values)
as a blob of data; i.e., they are simply treated as a generic
large file. As such, a change to any of the model’s param-
eters incurs the same communication and storage costs as
changing all of the model’s parameters. As an additional
consequence, these tools cannot support important opera-
tions involved in collaborative development such as merging
independently introduced updates from different contribu-
tors. We hypothesize that this lack of functionality is a
major reason that machine learning models are almost never
built collaboratively. However, we are optimistic that large-
scale collaboration is possible. As a motivating example,
there are currently over 10,000 variants of the BERT model
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on the Hugging Face Model Hub.2 What if the collective
efforts used in these many training runs could be tracked,
combined, and reused?

In this work, we aim to address these issues by introducing
Git-Theta, a version control system that supports cheaply
communicable updates as well as methods for merging up-
dates from different contributors. Git-Theta is built on top
of recent research that has shown that a model can be up-
dated by only training a relatively tiny number of parameters
(Lester et al., 2021; Hu et al., 2022; Sung et al., 2021; Guo
et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2022; He et al., 2022; Ding et al.,
2022) and that the capabilities of independently trained mod-
els can be combined into a single model without re-training
(Matena & Raffel, 2022; Choshen et al., 2022b; Wortsman
et al., 2022). To ensure broad applicability and long-term
relevance of Git-Theta, we include a plug-in system that
makes it straightforward to add new update types, merg-
ing methods, and supported checkpoint formats. We built
Git-Theta as an extension of Git, the most widely used ver-
sion control system (according to the StackOverflow 2022
Developer Survey,3 over 95% of professional developers
primarily use Git). As such, Git-Theta can be easily in-
tegrated into existing software development pipelines and
allows tracking both the code and parameters of a model
in the same repository. Compared to existing systems for
tracking models that treat the checkpoint as a generic blob
of data, Git-Theta views model checkpoints as a collection
of “parameter group” tensors that can be modified through
communication-efficient updates and merged by manipulat-
ing their values. This approach allows core Git concepts
to be applied at the parameter level, making Git-Theta dra-
matically more communication- and space-efficient while
facilitating automatic merging and providing meaningful
difference information when models have changed. We are
optimistic that these features will provide a major step for-
ward in enabling collaborative and continual development
of machine learning models.

2. Background
In this section, we provide a brief introduction to Git, the
version control system upon which Git-Theta is based. In
particular, we focus on Git’s built-in support for extensions
like Git-Theta. We also discuss Git LFS (a Git extension
that allows Git to better handle large files) as Git-Theta uses
Git LFS for parameter storage.

2https://huggingface.co/models?search=
bert

3https://survey.stackoverflow.co/2022/
#version-control-version-control-system-prof

2.1. Version Control with Git

Git is an open-source version control system that was cre-
ated in 2005 to support collaborative development of the
Linux kernel. Since then, Git has become one of the most
widely used version control systems for both open- and
closed-source software.

In a typical Git workflow, the collection of code correspond-
ing to a piece of software is hosted on the main branch—
i.e., the sequence of code snapshots that correspond to the
canonical version of the software—on a Git remote server
(common commercial examples of Git remote hosts include
GitHub, GitLab, and BitBucket). Contributors indepen-
dently propose changes to the main branch by downloading
a full copy of the repository from the remote (git fetch),
committing changes locally (git commit), and sending
their changes back to the remote repository (git push).

In typical workflows, contributors to a Git repository
will create a new local branch when developing changes
(git branch). Creating a branch allows one contrib-
utor to make a series of commits in isolation from any
concurrent changes that other contributors make on the
main branch or other branches. Additionally, branching
makes switching between logically separate features easy
(git checkout). Once development on a branch is done,
the commits from the branch can be incorporated into the
main branch (git merge), adding a new snapshot to the
main branch’s history. Additionally, Git provides several
conflict resolution methods for merging branches that con-
tain overlapping changes to the same files.

Internally, Git manages repositories by storing files in three
logically separate locations. First is the working tree, where
files in a repository are viewed and edited by users. The
second location is the staging area, a location managed
internally by Git that contains modified files that are ready to
be committed. Git places files in the staging area when users
run git add. Finally, after staged files are committed and
a user runs git push, the committed files are stored on
the Git remote. Other developers can then retrieve these
changes via git pull.

2.2. Efficient Storage in Git

Git stores the history of a repository as a sequence of snap-
shots. In each snapshot, the state of each file in the reposi-
tory is recorded. To do this efficiently, Git only records files
that have changed; unchanged files simply point to the last
snapshot in which they were modified.

When version-controlled files are small, this approach works
well. However, when a file is large and is changed often,
more and more copies are saved and the repository becomes
bloated. The inefficiencies of this approach are magnified
when only small parts of the large file are changed as large
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swaths of duplicated data get saved. To overcome this is-
sue when tracking large model checkpoint files, Git-Theta
leverages the structure of model checkpoints to extend the
idea of snapshots to individual parameter groups (described
further in Section 3).

2.3. Extending Git

Git offers several points of customization that allow external
programs to extend its functionality to fit the needs of a
new use-case. Extensions can be created based on per-file
customizations and repository-level event (e.g., commit,
merge, etc.) customizations.

Git Attributes: Per-File Customization At specific
points in the Git workflow (see Figure 1) Git is able to
call external programs to customize how it handles spe-
cific files. These customizations are configured via the
.gitattributes file in the repository. Each entry in
this file contains a glob pattern that specifies which files it
applies to as well as a sequence of key-value pairs that rep-
resent attributes of these files. These attributes dictate how
Git handles those files, including calling external programs
for certain operations.

The Filter Attribute The filter attribute customizes
how files are moved between the working tree and staging
area. When staging a working tree file (i.e., running git
add), Git passes the file to the clean filter associated with
the value of that file’s filter attribute. The clean filter
is a program that can perform arbitrary transformations to
the working tree file, and the output of the filter is what
Git places in the staging area and tracks in version control.
Conversely, when the file is moved from the staging area
back to the working tree, Git passes the staged file to the
smudge filter associated with the file’s filter attribute.
The smudge filter is typically the inverse of the clean filter,
resulting in the original contents of the file being repopulated
in the working tree. Together, the clean and smudge filters
allow files to be represented differently in the working tree
and the underlying version control system.

The Diff Attribute By default, Git uses its built-in text-
based diff driver to compute and display differences between
two versions of a file. However, this can be customized via
the diff attribute, causing git diff to call an external
diff program to compute and display differences.

The Merge Attribute Git attempts to perform automatic
merging of files from different branches during the git
merge operation using its built-in text-based merge driver.
The merge attribute can be used to specify an external
merging program to use instead.

Git Hooks: Repository-level Customization At specific
points in the Git workflow, Git can invoke external programs,
called hooks, that operate on the whole repository. For ex-
ample, when a user runs git commit, Git first invokes
the pre-commit hook. After completing the commit opera-
tion, Git then calls the post-commit hook. Analogous pre-
and post- hooks exist for other operations like push and
pull. These allow external programs to inspect the files
being manipulated by Git and perform additional operations
alongside the ones Git performs itself.

2.4. Large File Storage with Git LFS

Git was designed to track small text files such as source
code. Git’s limited tooling for dealing with binary files
and its distributed, full-copy nature make it inappropriate
for dealing with large binary files. Git Large File Storage
(LFS)4 is a Git extension that makes Git more suitable for
tracking large binary files. At a high-level, Git LFS replaces
large binary files in a repository with small text files that Git
is better equipped to track. These small text files contain
metadata about the file and where its contents are stored.
Since Git-Theta leverages Git LFS to store the values of
parameter group tensors and its design mirrors Git LFS, this
section provides a brief overview of how Git LFS works.

Tracking Large Files A large file is tracked by Git LFS
with the git lfs track <file> command. This cre-
ates a new entry in the .gitattributes file that sets the
tracked file’s filter, diff, and merge attributes. Ad-
ditionally, Git LFS registers a pre-push hook. We describe
these filters and the hook below.

Staging Large Files When an LFS-tracked file is
staged via git add, Git passes the file to the LFS
clean filter. This filter copies the working tree file to
.git/lfs/objects/ and returns a pointer file contain-
ing the LFS-tracked file’s hash and size as well as the current
version of the LFS specification. Git then stores this pointer
file in the staging area. Rather than tracking the version
history of the large binary file, Git itself then only handles
the small, text-based pointer file.

Pushing Large Files to a Remote Before Git pushes a se-
quence of commits to a remote repository, it invokes the LFS
pre-push hook. This hook inspects each commit to see if it
contains LFS pointer files. If any pointer files are encoun-
tered, the corresponding files in .git/lfs/objects are
synced to an LFS remote server. This server is similar to a
Git remote, but only stores LFS-tracked files. Once the pre-
push hook has completed, Git pushes the commits contain-
ing pointer files to the Git remote. As a result, LFS-tracked
files appear as pointer files when viewed in the remote repos-

4https://git-lfs.com/
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Figure 1. An overview of how Git-Theta manages a model checkpoint file during the five basic Git operations. The flow of data between
the working tree, staging area, and remote associated with each Git command (left) is shown by the arrows matching the command’s
color. For simplicity we include .git/lfs/objects/ and .git/theta/commits/ in the staging area since they are internal
data structures used by Git-Theta and Git LFS.

itory, while the files’ actual contents are stored on an LFS
remote server.

Fetching Large Files from a Remote Git performs the
git fetch operation as it would for any repository, re-
gardless of whether it contains LFS-tracked files. However,
since the Git remote contains LFS pointer files in place of
the LFS-tracked files’ actual contents, the result of a fetch
is that only the pointer files are downloaded and placed in
the staging area.

Checking Out Large Files When LFS-tracked files are
moved from the staging area into the working directory,
Git calls the LFS smudge filter. The smudge filter takes a
staged pointer file as input and checks if the corresponding
large file is cached locally in .git/lfs/objects/. If
the file exists locally, it is returned by the smudge filter.
In cases when the file is not cached locally, the smudge
filter first retrieves the file from the LFS remote server. Git
then populates the working tree with the true file contents
returned by the smudge filter.

3. Git-Theta
3.1. Motivation

Due to the difficulties of managing model checkpoints, re-
searchers often use Git to track only what is required to
recreate the model, i.e., the code that implements the model,
downloads and processes the training dataset, and speci-
fies the training configuration (e.g., hyperparameters). This
approach makes it difficult to reconstruct the model’s pa-
rameter values, which would require re-training and/or re-
constructing actual changes to the model (e.g., adding or
removing parameters) over time. It would thus be advanta-
geous to be able to additionally track the model parameters
in version control.

While Git LFS could be used to track the version history of

a model—in fact, many existing model versioning tools use
Git LFS directly, see Section 5—it is a general-purpose tool
for working with large files and cannot take advantage of
the structure of model checkpoints. This presents a number
of usability issues when tracking a model’s version history.
First, when a model is tracked by Git LFS, it is treated as
a blob of data that is versioned via Git’s per-file, all-or-
nothing snapshot approach. Thus any change to a model
file results in a new copy of the entire model being stored.
As a result, the storage requirements of the repository scale
linearly with the number of model commits, independent of
the number of parameters that are actually updated or how
they are updated. This is especially problematic when using
communication-efficient training methods that, e.g., update
a small subset of the parameters (Sung et al., 2021; Guo
et al., 2021; Ben Zaken et al., 2022), add a small number of
new parameters (Liu et al., 2022; Hu et al., 2022; Houlsby
et al., 2019; Lester et al., 2021; Li & Liang, 2021), or opti-
mize the model in a low-dimensional subspace (Aghajanyan
et al., 2021). An additional downside of treating model
checkpoints as generic large files is that Git LFS cannot
automatically merge files from different branches. Instead,
Git LFS flags the files as having a merge conflict and de-
fers to users to manually merge them. Due to its generality,
Git LFS cannot not take advantage of existing methods for
merging multiple models into a single model that combines
their capabilities (e.g., Matena & Raffel, 2022; Wortsman
et al., 2022; Choshen et al., 2022b). Finally, being agnostic
to the underlying structure of a tracked file, Git LFS cannot
provide meaningful “diffs” between versions of a model.
Git LFS can only indicate that two model checkpoints are
not bitwise identical.

To avoid these issues, Git-Theta focuses specifically on
tracking machine learning models and leverages the struc-
ture in model checkpoints to alleviate the aforementioned
deficiencies of Git and Git LFS. By considering the “param-
eter groups” (e.g., weight matrices or bias vectors in neural
networks) that make up a checkpoint, Git-Theta offers in-
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creased storage efficiency by applying the idea of snapshots
at the parameter group level. When a model checkpoint
is tracked, each parameter group is checked for a change
and only new values are stored; unchanged values are re-
placed with references to their previous values. Addition-
ally, when two checkpoints differ, Git-Theta provides much
more meaningful diff information such as which parameter
groups in the model have actually changed. Similarly, when
a model has multiple different histories (e.g., from different
contributors), Git-Theta can ignore parameter groups that
are equivalent across histories and automatically apply user-
specified merge operations to the ones that differ. As further
discussed below, these characteristics enable Git-Theta to
meaningfully and efficiently track models natively with Git.

3.2. Lifecycle of a Git-Theta Model

To provide a practical picture of Git-Theta’s usage and im-
plementation, we describe the lifecycle of a model check-
point tracked by Git-Theta. Exact details of the implemen-
tation are expanded upon in Section 3.3.

Tracking a Model Git-Theta begins tracking a model
checkpoint with the command git theta track
<checkpoint> which configures Git to call Git-Theta
when appropriate by setting the file’s filter, diff, and
merge attributes in the .gitattributes file.

Staging a Model Running git add <checkpoint>
stages the model and triggers the Git-Theta clean filter. In-
ternally, the clean filter uses a Checkpoint class to load
the framework-native checkpoint into a standardized format.
It then checks if a previous version of the model exists and
identifies the parameter groups that have been added, re-
moved, or modified. Since a parameter could erroneously
appear to be modified due to floating point imprecision,
parameter groups are compared through locality sensitive
hashes (described in Section 3.3).

Any parameter groups that were modified or added are
then passed to an Update class that replaces the parame-
ter group tensor with the smallest amount of information
needed to describe how the parameter group was modified.
For a full dense update of a parameter group, this results
in just keeping the new parameter values. However, for
communication-efficient updates, this can amount to storing
significantly less information – for example, a sparse update
(Sung et al., 2021; Guo et al., 2021) to a parameter group
can be represented by the indices of the values that changed
and the changed values.

The Update class then calls a Serializer to serialize
the parameter group update as a blob of data. This serialized
update is passed to the Git LFS clean filter, which stores the
update in .git/lfs/objects/ and returns the pointer

file metadata associated with the serialized object.

Finally, after processing each parameter group, the Git-
Theta clean filter creates a model metadata file. This file
contains per-parameter group metadata such as information
about each group’s tensor (i.e., its shape, dtype, and locality
sensitive hash), the metadata produced by the LFS clean
filter, and additional information such as the update type
(e.g., dense, sparse, low-rank, etc.). The text-based metadata
file is what is actually staged and versioned by Git itself.

Committing a Model After committing a model with
git commit, Git invokes the Git-Theta post-commit
hook. The hook inspects the most recent commit, look-
ing for Git-Theta model metadata files. When found,
the hook inspects the metadata file, looking for pa-
rameter groups that were modified in that commit and
thus written to .git/lfs/objects during staging.
The hook then stores a list of these LFS objects in
.git/theta/commits/<commit hash>.

Pushing a Model to a Remote When Git prepares to
push a series of commits to a remote, Git invokes the
Git-Theta pre-push hook. This hook uses the data in
.git/theta/commits/ to find parameter groups that
were added or modified during the commits being pushed.
The LFS objects associated with these parameters are synced
to an LFS remote server using git lfs push.

Fetching a Model from a Remote Git performs the git
fetch operation normally. However, since the Git remote
contains a Git-Theta metadata file in place of the actual
model, the result of a fetch is that only the metadata file is
downloaded and placed in the staging area.

Checking Out a Model During operations like git
checkout, the Git-Theta smudge filter is invoked as Git
moves the metadata file from the staging area to the work-
ing tree. For each parameter group, the smudge filter uses
the Update class to load parameter values asynchronously.
To do so, the Update reads the metadata for a parameter
group and passes the LFS metadata to the Git LFS smudge
filter. Git LFS then retrieves the serialized update from ei-
ther the local cache in .git/lfs/objects or the LFS
remote server. The Serializer is used to convert the
serialized update back into parameter values. If the update
being loaded depends on previous parameters (e.g., a low-
rank update that is applied on top of previous parameters),
the Update traverses the repository’s history and recur-
sively loads previous versions of the parameter group until
it can fully reconstruct the current value of the parameters.
After each parameter group has been loaded, the Git-Theta
smudge filter uses the Checkpoint class to convert the
collection of parameter groups back into a framework-native
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checkpoint. Finally, Git places this reconstituted checkpoint
in the working tree.

Merging Models From Different Branches When merg-
ing commits that have made modifications to the same
model checkpoint, Git-Theta’s custom merge driver is used.
The driver loads the model metadata file from both branches
as well as their common ancestor. When merge conflicts
are detected, a menu is shown to the user that lists possible
merge resolutions (discussed below). The Merge that the
user selects merges the parameters from the commits as
appropriate and the resulting parameters are placed in the
merged model. Finally, the merged model is output by the
Git-Theta merge driver so that it can be committed by Git.

Diffing Models When a user runs git diff to display
the differences between two versions of a model checkpoint,
Git calls the Git-Theta diff driver. The driver identifies and
displays which parameter groups were added, modified, and
removed between the two checkpoint versions.

3.3. Implementation

Git is highly customizable due to its implementation of In-
version of Control (Johnson & Foote, 1988) where users
design custom modules but Git controls when they are exe-
cuted. In an effort to make Git-Theta similarly flexible, we
also use this principle. Sepcifically, control flow for core
functionality (such as filters, merge/diff drivers, and hooks)
are defined by Git-Theta, but the details of how model check-
points are loaded, serialized, stored, and merged are all
handled by plug-ins. Plug-ins can easily be registered by
users to customize Git-Theta using Python’s (Van Rossum
& Drake Jr, 1995) entry-point-based plug-in system. While
Git-Theta ships with plug-ins—described below—that sup-
port many common frameworks and usage patterns, end-
users can define their own to handle additional setups.

Checkpoints The first type of plug-in Git-Theta supports
is the Checkpoint plug-in. Checkpoints are respon-
sible for loading a framework-native checkpoint file into
a standardized format in memory, identifying parameter
groups, and saving in-memory models back onto disk in
the same framework-native format. Git-Theta currently has
built-in support for Pytorch (Paszke et al., 2019), Tensorflow
(Abadi et al., 2016), and Flax (Heek et al., 2020) checkpoint
formats. User-defined plug-ins allow for straightforward
addition of new checkpoint formats or changing the logic
for identifying parameter groups.

Updates The Update plug-in enables Git-Theta to store
updates to a parameter group as efficiently as possible. Each
Update plug-in supports a different update type to a param-
eter group (e.g., dense, sparse, low-rank, etc.). An Update

can infer the update made given the previous value of the pa-
rameter group and extract the minimum amount of informa-
tion needed to describe the update. For instance, the sparse
Update plug-in computes the difference between two ver-
sions of a parameter group and extracts the coordinates and
values of the non-zero elements. However, this feature can
introduce numerical noise due to non-deterministic floating-
point operations needed to compute the update (Goldberg,
1991). Update plug-ins therefore also support loading the
values for an update using an external file with the same
structure as the model checkpoint. This approach prevents
a mismatch between the parameter-efficient values and the
frozen model they were trained with (which can result in
poor performance Lester et al., 2022) by combining the
original checkpoint and update in one checkpoint.

Additionally, an Update is also responsible for translating
the information describing an update into actual parameter
values. For update types that rely on previous versions of
a parameter group (e.g., a sparse update is applied on top
of existing parameter group value), the Update plug-in
recursively loads previous versions of the parameter group
from Git history until it can fully reconstruct the current
value of the parameters.

Git-Theta currently supports dense, sparse (Sung et al.,
2021; Guo et al., 2021), low-rank (Hu et al., 2022), and
(IA)3 (Liu et al., 2022) updates to parameter groups.

Serialization The Serializer plug-in is responsible
for serializing the tensors produced by an Update for stor-
age on disk. Currently Git-Theta supports a Tensorstore
(TensorStore, 2020) Serializer. Some updates require
storing multiple values, e.g., sparse updates store both the
sparse values and the index of those values. In these cases,
the serialized values are combined using msgpack.5 The
resulting blob is what is eventually stored in Git LFS.

Storage Git-Theta uses Git LFS to store serialized pa-
rameters instead of storing them directly in Git. Once a
parameter group has been serialized, it is passed via inter-
process communication to the Git LFS clean filter, which
stores the blob and returns a metadata pointer file. This Git
LFS metadata is then stored in the Git-Theta model meta-
data file that is ultimately tracked by Git. Similarly, when a
parameter group needs to be smudged, Git-Theta sends that
parameter group’s metadata to the Git LFS smudge filter
and retrieves the serialized parameter group. This allows
Git-Theta to leverage Git LFS network efficiency features.
For example, when running git clone, only the current
commit’s version of the parameters are downloaded from
the remote. Additionally, downloaded parameter groups are
automatically cached and reused when moving through Git

5https://msgpack.org
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history.

Merges The Merge plug-ins represent different strategies
for combining two versions of the same parameter group
from different branches. In the event that two branches
modify the same parameter group and must be merged, the
Git-Theta merge driver dynamically builds a menu of merge
strategies based on the registered Merge plug-ins. Each
Merge provides a summary of what it does, the keyword
used to select its strategy, and what kinds of merge conflicts
it is able to resolve, allowing the driver to build a menu with
only relevant plug-ins.

Git-Theta currently supports Merge plug-ins that resolve
merge conflicts by using the change from the current branch,
using the change from the other branch, using the change
from their common ancestor (i.e., throwing away both
changes), or averaging the parameters from each branch
(Wortsman et al., 2022; Choshen et al., 2022b).

Locality Sensitive Hash When a parameter group in a
model remains unchanged from the previous commit, Git-
Theta avoids storing a new copy of that parameter group.
To detect if a given parameter group has changed without
loading both the current and previous versions of the pa-
rameter group into memory, Git-Theta first compares the
metadata associated with each version. Mismatches in meta-
data such as parameter shape or dtype immediately signal
that a parameter group has changed. However, in cases
where the content (i.e., the parameter values) of the param-
eter group has changed, Git-Theta compares the hashes of
the parameter groups.

However, naı̈vely hashing the underlying bytes of a tensor is
unreliable as a change in a single bit, caused by differences
in machines or library versions, results in a completely dif-
ferent hash value. Additionally, when using incremental
Updates, where the final parameter value is computed on
the fly, numerical noise from different linear algebra imple-
mentations or parallelism can introduce tiny differences in
parameter values. These errors are small enough that they
typically do not effect results when used in machine learning
models (Gupta et al., 2015; Courbariaux et al., 2014), but
nevertheless result in bit-based hash mismatches.

To avoid this issue, Git-Theta hashes parameters using a
locality sensitive hash (LSH) (Gionis et al., 1999). An
LSH will hash similar items to the same same value and
provide probabilistic bounds on false positives. Git-Theta
uses an LSH that approximates Euclidean distance based
on bucketed projection of each point onto a set of random
lines (Datar et al., 2004). Additionally, the random pool
approach from Van Durme & Lall (2010) is used to al-
low the LSH to hash weights of variable size. The Eu-
clidean LSH is (d1, d2, p1 = 1−d1, p2 = 1−d2) sensitive,

that is, if two items x and y have a distance(x, y) ≤ d1
then the probability of the two items having the same
hash is Pr[h(x) = h(y)] ≥ p1 while values with a
distance(x, y) ≥ d2 have colliding hashes with a proba-
bility of Pr[h(x) = h(y)] ≤ p1.

Git-Theta’s LSH uses 16 hash functions and is calibrated
so that when two parameters have a Euclidean distance
less than 1e−8 then they will have the same hash with a
probability of at least 99%. As a safety precaution, weights
that have a Euclidean distance ∈ [1e−8, 1e−6] are checked
with np.allclose before deciding if they match or not.

Note that parameter hashing and the LSH provide proba-
bilistic bounds on detecting changes in the parameter space
due to noise. This does not guarantee that a given LSH-
equivalent change in parameters will not result in a mean-
ingful change in the model’s predictions. However, testing
for changes in model’s output would be intractible as it
would require evaluation of the model over the whole data
distribution in the worst case.

4. Benchmarking
To test the effectiveness of Git-Theta’s approach to model
versioning, we compare it with Git LFS in a representative
community development workflow. We start with T0 3B
(Sanh et al., 2022), a pre-trained language model. T0 3B
is itself derived from a chain of models, starting with T5
1.1 XL 6, a language model trained using a span corruption
objective on the C4 dataset (Raffel et al., 2020). To produce
T0 3B, T5 1.1 XL was then adapted through further training
on the prefix-LM task Lester et al. (2021) before finally
being trained on a multitask mixture of prompted datasets
to improve generalization on novel tasks (Sanh et al., 2022).

In our experiments, we first perform few-shot training of
T0 3B on the CB dataset (De Marneff et al., 2019) using
low-rank updates (LoRA) (Hu et al., 2022) for a subset of
the model’s parameter groups. On a new branch, the model
is then few-shot fine-tuned on the RTE (Dagan et al., 2005;
Bar-Haim et al., 2006; Giampiccolo et al., 2007; Bentivogli
et al., 2009) dataset. Concurrently, few-shot training on the
ANLI R1 dataset (Nie et al., 2020) is performed on the main
branch. The RTE-trained model is then merged back into
the main branch using parameter averaging (Wortsman et al.,
2022; Choshen et al., 2022b). Finally, we remove (Trim)
the sentinel token embeddings used during pre-training of
T5 (Raffel et al., 2020) because they are not used after pre-
training. Training hyperparameters follow those used in Liu
et al. (2022). Figure 2 (bottom) provides an overview of this
development workflow.

6https://github.com/google-research/
text-to-text-transfer-transformer/blob/
main/released_checkpoints.md#t511
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Commit Metric Git LFS Git-Theta

Add T0 3B
add 2m 24.6s 14m 24.4s
checkout 1m 9.5s 2m 33.1s
Size 11.4GB 9.6GB

Train on CB with
LoRA

add 2m 21.6s 7m 46.8s
checkout 35.6s 1m 3.3s
Size 11.4GB 0.27GB

Fine-Tune on RTE
add 2m 24.1s 13m 20.8s
checkout 1m 6.7s 2m 11.0s
Size 11.4GB 10.62GB

Fine-Tune on ANLI
add 2m 23.0s 10m 35.2s
checkout 1m 9.4s 1m 14s
Size 11.4GB 10.4GB

Merge by averaging
parameters

add 2m 22.9s 15m 51.2s
checkout 32.8s 1m 43.7s
Size 11.4GB 10.6GB

Remove sentinels
add 2m 23.8s 3m 41.3s
checkout 1m 6.5s 1m 17.1s
Size 11.4GB 10−5GB

Total Size 57.0GB 41.5GB

Table 1. Comparison of speed and storage costs of Git LFS and
Git-Theta. Git LFS is generally faster than Git-Theta, but Git-
Theta can dramatically reduce storage and communication costs.

After each training session, the model is added and com-
mitted to two repositories, one using Git LFS for version
control and the other using Git-Theta. Since many model
version control system either leverage Git LFS directly or
use a similar approach (i.e., each version of the checkpoint is
a new blob, see Section 5 for a discussion), we only compare
to Git LFS.

At each commit we compare the wall-clock time for a git
add, measuring how long the clean filter takes to run; the
wall-clock time for a git checkout, measuring how
long the smudge filter takes to run; and the size of the objects
stored on disk. Data transferred to and from the remote is
also an important metric for real-world utility, but eventually
all checkpoint files need to be pushed to the remote so the
on-disk size is a good proxy for the amount of data sent over
the network. Git LFS, and by extension Git-Theta, use file
hashing to avoid sending redundant data over the wire. As
Git-Theta stores each parameter group independently, there
may be small additional network overhead from creating
additional TCP connections, but we expect that the increased
parallelism and decrease in the total amount of data moved
to more than compensate for any associated delays. Transfer
times are strongly correlated to file size and differences
would mostly amount to variance in the network, therefore
we omit transfer times here.

All benchmarks were run on an Intel(R) Xeon(R) Silver
4214R CPU @ 2.40GHz with 48 cores and 256 GB of
DDR4 RAM running at 2400 MT/s. Checkpoints were

T0 CB

RTE

ANLI TrimMerge
 LoRA

 FT

 FT  Avg

Figure 2. Relative space saving of Git-Theta over Git LFS. Space
savings are most apparent when using parameter-efficient training
methods. Even when fine-tuning, where all parameters are updated
and therefore need to be saved, Git-Theta still reduces storage
requirements thanks to the way TensorStore compresses data.

saved to a SATA SSD.

Results Table 1 shows the speed and storage—and thus
communication—costs of each version control system; Fig-
ure 2 illustrates the relative storage savings at each step from
using Git-Theta instead of Git LFS. In general, Git LFS is
consistent in terms of the wall-clock time and storage space
required for each operation. This is a direct consequence
of how general the tool is—it treats the model checkpoint
as a generic file and each step simply involves hashing and
copying the file. This results in the same checkpoint size
every time, regardless of whether it is filled with redundant
information. Speeds are similarly consistent, only effected
by write contention. Since Git LFS cannot merge models,
we report the time and space costs for storing a checkpoint
that would be derived from an external model merging tool.
Git-Theta, on the other hand, can perform automatic merg-
ing via parameter averaging when using the git merge
command.

As expected, Git-Theta is slower because it does more work.
Instead of a single read and write to move the checkpoint
as a blob, Git-Theta must parse the checkpoint file, process
individual parameter groups, and write the modified param-
eter groups to disk. Git-Theta leverages the embarrassingly
parallel nature of parameter processing and makes heavy
use of asynchronous and multi-core code. As a result, Git-
Theta’s performance can also have more variability because
it is more sensitive to shared resource utilization.

Git-Theta’s primary advantage is apparent when it comes
to storage of non-dense updates. For example, saving the
model after training on CB using LoRA required just 0.27
GB to store due to the low-rank nature of the updates. Sim-
ilarly, the final commit, where sentinels where removed,
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T0 CB

RTE

ANLI TrimMerge
 LoRA

 FT

 FT  Avg

Figure 3. Model performance at different points in commit history.
As expected, merging the RTE and ANLI branches increases per-
formance on RTE.

uses just 1024 kB of storage to track which vocabulary in-
dices were removed. We also see the processing times are
reduced when fewer parameters are changed. We note that
collaborative model building would likely use a higher pro-
portion of these communication-efficient updates than we
have included in our benchmark.

Even for commits that modify the whole model, Git-Theta
requires less space due to its use of TensorStore, which
compresses the data when it is written to disk. TensorStore’s
compression is particularly valuable in the first commit
since T0 3B was trained using bfloat16 precision but is
distributed as a float32 checkpoint.

Figure 3 shows the performance at different points in the the
commit history. We see that initial training on CB caused
a minor degradation in RTE performance but, as suggested
in Choshen et al. (2022a), merging an ANLI-trained model
with an RTE-trained model increases RTE performance.

5. Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, all currently available sys-
tems for tracking machine learning models (such as DVC7,
MLFlow (Zaharia et al., 2018), WandB8, Neptune9, and
the Hugging Face Hub (Wolf et al., 2020)) track a model
checkpoint as a single large file (i.e., a blob of data). As
in Git LFS, these systems track large files by using Git to
track metadata about the file while keeping the contents in
a storage system external to the repository. Consequently,
these systems cannot be used for collaborative model devel-
opment since they cannot take advantage of recent research
on communication-efficient training and model merging.

7https://dvc.org/
8https://wandb.ai/
9https://neptune.ai/

Like AdapterHub (Pfeiffer et al., 2020), Git-Theta enables
the sharing of cheaply-communicable/storable updates that
allow existing pre-trained models to perform a new tasks.
Unlike Git-Theta, AdapterHub does not track continual
changes to a given model and does not include function-
ality for merging different versions or histories of a model.

An earlier related system, ModelHub (Miao et al., 2017),
aims to track the full lifecycle of a model, including its ar-
chitecture, hyperparameters, training details, metrics, and
more. ModelHub also includes a query language to find spe-
cific models based on the large amount of metadata it stores.
Like Git-Theta, ModelHub includes some functionality for
minimizing storage costs, but it still treats the model as a
single large tensor of values and does not support merging.
Philosophically, the two systems also differ significantly—
ModelHub aims to be a complete system for tracking exper-
iments, models, code, and metadata, whereas Git-Theta is a
lightweight Git extension that supports existing workflows
and is easily extendible.

Since Git-Theta focuses on tracking changes to a model
made by distributed contributors, it is complementary to sys-
tems that implement similar functionality for datasets such
as Dolt10, Pachyderm11, and XetHub (Low et al., 2023).

6. Conclusion
Like software before it, machine learning will benefit by
moving from a monolithic cathedral of large models built
by insular teams to a bazaar of distributed contributors (Ray-
mond, 1999). Git-Theta aims to make this transition possi-
ble by providing a way to efficiently and meaningfully track
the version history of collaboratively developed machine
learning models. Future work includes supporting more
Checkpoint types such as T5X (Roberts et al., 2022),
more Update types, exposing Serialization plug-ins
to users, and more sophisticated Merge operations (Matena
& Raffel, 2022; Ainsworth et al., 2023). Additionally, we
plan to speed up Git-Theta by increasing our use of multi-
core parallelism and add easy-to-use per-parameter configu-
ration. We are also working on the ability to directly save a
checkpoint into Git-Theta from within a training loop, thus
eliminating unnecessary writes when unchanged parameters
are checkpointed.
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